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Breakthrough® Clean Technologies Releases  
New Carbon Fiber Gun Cleaning Rods 

  
January 11, 2019 – Breakthrough® Clean Technologies, makers of the finest gun cleaning solvent, 
lubricant and gun maintenance products is proud to announce the release of their new premium carbon 
fiber gun cleaning rods. Featuring our new Smooth Operator™ ergonomic handle and two premium ball 
bearing sets, these rods can smoothly migrate through the bore of your barrel without binding up under 
pressure. Its carbon fiber rod offers you the security of knowing you’ll never have to worry about 
scratching or damaging the rifling inside the barrel of your firearm. It’s lightweight yet durable carbon fiber 
construction is long lasting and won’t permanently bend or break under pressure. 
 
Available in the following lengths:  
 

• 12-inch length  $29.95 
5 mm — .22 cal thru .50 cal handguns  
Fits all standard 8-32 threading.    
 

• 39-inch length  $44.95 
5 mm — .22 cal thru .50 cal rifles 
Fits all standard 8-32 threading. 
  

• 45-inch length $49.95 
7 mm —.30 cal rifles thru 12 gauge shotguns  
Fits all standard 8-32 threading 
5/16-inch-27 Thread Adapter included.   
 

Learn more about Breakthrough Clean products visit: www.breakthroughclean.com 
 
 
High Res Photos: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/cwzljmq0qhhpaua/AAB835ndrDD4bQm0mylWvBaGa?dl=0 
 
About Breakthrough® Clean Technologies: In 2013, Breakthrough® Clean released their flagship product 
Breakthrough® Military-Grade Solvent in response to an ever-growing need for a more effective, odorless, 
user-safe, and eco-friendly cleaning solvent that worked efficiently and safely to remove carbon fouling from 
firearms fast. Through Breakthrough® Clean’s continual commitment to excellence, state of the art research, 
and processes, they now provide a complete gun care maintenance system geared to make cleaning and 
maintaining your firearm easier, safer, and faster than ever. Breakthrough® Clean’s solvent eliminates more 
contaminants than most leading gun cleaners, and its lubricants easily withstand extreme temperatures 
(won’t gum up) and minimize the frequency of needed applications all while extending your firearms life. 
Breakthrough® Clean is the choice for gun owners who settle for nothing less than the best when it comes to 
the care of their firearms, bows, knives and fishing reels. 
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